
Knowchain – The blockchain solution for closing the gap between the crypto world 

and the real world.

We identify the lack of real world applications in the current blockchains and cryptocurrencies 

because of their anonymity. In real world, companies and customers are working on visible 

contracts with their identities certified to ensure each fulfil their obligations to each other as 

stipulated in contract governed by contract laws of a specific country agreed upon; employees 

use their real names and profiles to apply for job vacancies; patients use real information in 

hospitals and users use their real data to access applications. Because of that, there are still 

limitations in how blockchain can power the real life of people around the world.

In the crypto world, in the 1st generation blockchains; senders and receivers do not know 

much about one another except for the amount of cryptocurrency and the time that 

transaction is made: A send to B an amount equivalent to X BTC at time Y. That leads to the 

facts that 1st gen blockchains started powering the transactions in deep (& dark) web – the 

anonymity is guaranteed here.

2nd generation blockchains enriches the transaction by allowing people to use smart contract 

to manage the contract’s information: Why is the transaction made? What are the terms & 

conditions of the transaction? Example: A send X ETH to B at time Y if A and B satisfy the 

terms & conditions Z. With the “Smart Contract” concept that allows users to control the 

transaction conditionally, 2nd gen blockchains have been powering the startup of dApps and 

ICOs that comprise of large combinations of complicated Smart Contracts in which many 

parties participate. The anonymity is still guaranteed here, and the transactions are 

manageable.

3rd generation blockchains try to unify the crypto world by connecting thousands of 

blockchains together and connect them to the real world. A can send X ETH to B at time Y and 

B can immediately exchange that X ETH to M EOS at time Z and send that M EOS to C at time 

T. The crypto world is on its way to be connected in this manner.

However, currently there are major issues in connecting the crypto world with the real world: 

The nature of transactions in the crypto world is the anonymity but the transactions in real 

world need to be identified: from the identification of senders and receivers to the terms and 

conditions of the transactions. In the real world, banks require their clients to provide full 

information about themselves when using their services.

Then how do blockchains bring its advantages to the real world? Our answer here is 

KNOWCHAIN.
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In this paper we introduce Knowchain – A new blockchain with 2 layers that power the 

ability to make transactions with additional information attached on-chain. The main idea is 

a 2 layers blockchain with layer 1 as Value Settlement Layer to make the value transferring 

process faster and layer 2 as Ano Layer to store Ano units that can be anything such as 

Smart Contracts or Additional Information.

The 2 layers blockchain will be managed by more than 1 consensus algorithms. The idea 

here is to create an Ultranode system to oversee the layer 2 and provide additional services 

to the network as Information Verification, Instant Send, Private Send, etc.
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In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto introduced the concept of a new electronic cash system – Bitcoin 

and implied with it; the revolution of a new technology: Blockchain. The advantages of this 

system (now at $172B market cap – 1 Feb 2018) is the decentralization, the trustless system 

by using a proof-of-work chain of blocks based on CPU power as the consensus mechanism. 

The first generation of cryptocurrencies followed the steps of Bitcoin: Litecoin, Dash, Monero, 

Zcash, etc. The basic differences between these cryptocurrencies are the consensus mecha-

nism, the privacy-focused and the scalabilities. The success of the first generation proved that 

blockchain technology can provide real values to the real world, at least in the global values 

storage and transfer process.

In 2014, with his tremendous geniality, Vitalik Buterin proposed a new decentralized system 

designed for Smart Contracts and Decentralized Application – Ethereum. By adding a whole 

Turing-complete programming language into blockchain, Ethereum enables the abilities far 

more than just a cryptocurrency: a platform for Decentralized Applications and Smart Con-

tracts to build upon itself. With Smart Contract, transactions can be done without third 

parties. The whole new generation of blockchains followed the steps of Ethereum: NEM, NEO, 
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system. They are: Ark, ICX, HSR, etc. The focuses of these generations’ blockchains are in 

SmartBridge, Smart Interconnection and Smart Integration.

In this paper we introduce Knowchain, a new blockchain design with the goal of making block-

chain technology even closer to the real world by focusing on the nature of the blockchain 

network: its users.
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Knowchain is a 2 layers blockchain that powers decentralized Applications with Smart Con-

tracts and Additional Information of users on-chain.

Know blockchain enriches the transaction on blockchain by adding a second layer that can 

store “any other relevant data” pertaining to the information of the senders, the receivers and 

the transactions, from identifications of parties to the appendix attached into the transac-

tions. The additional information in the second layer helps the transaction on Knowchain to be 

as same as in real world. Let’s take an example to understand this: A can attach the encrypted 

identification of himself with the transaction to B where B have also to attach his encrypted 

identification and follow M, N, P terms and conditions required by the smart contract C to be 

considered valid to get X Know from A. In real world, it is equivalent to (A) having to sign to 

the contract (C) with (B) with both (A) and (B) in the know of each other’s identity as well as 

the contractual obligations entered into, where M, N, P terms and conditions in the contract 

(C) need to be fulfilled for the payment of (X Know) to be paid out.

What is  Knowchain?What is  Knowchain?What is  Knowchain?

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.
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Then how do blockchains bring its advantages to the real world? Our answer here is 

KNOWCHAIN.

Knowchain allows people to re-use their information on-chain.

Besides being able to attach information onto blockchain (the second layer of Know), repeat 

users can re-use the information they attached to Knowchain previously. Take this use case 

example: A signs a contract with B on Knowchain with the Smart Contract as follows: B is 

contractually obligated to issue a Promissory Note P to A, in which A is contractually obligated 

to pay X Know to B and B will only receive X Know when the Promissory Note P attachment’s 

upload for A to the second layer of Knowchain is completed, A and B both have to sign to the 

Smart Contract by attaching their Identification proofs. If A and B had in previous occasion 

attach their identification proofs onto Knowchain before, they can simply re-use them by 

linking to them on second layer and then execute the Smart Contract. That is how Knowchain 

brings its unique blockchain design into the real world to power any kind of transactions: 

banking transactions, medical transaction, educational transactions, etc.

Cryptocurrencies and blockchains evolved with decentralization and anonymity as the main 

notion. Having known the major problems and issues faced with most blockchain designs, 

Knowchain bridges and eliminate these issues by enabling centralized organizations the ability 

to reap the advantages of blockchain technology; decentralize some processes of the opera-

tions onto Knowchain and let the customers to be the real owners of their information. With 

the ability to have more information on-chain, users have the right to be anonymous or identi-

fied, to be private or public, and the transactions on blockchains are as close to the real world 

more than ever before.

3 Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.
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Knowchain – The blockchain solution for closing the gap between the crypto world 

and the real world.

We identify the lack of real world applications in the current blockchains and cryptocurrencies 

because of their anonymity. In real world, companies and customers are working on visible 

contracts with their identities certified to ensure each fulfil their obligations to each other as 

stipulated in contract governed by contract laws of a specific country agreed upon; employees 

use their real names and profiles to apply for job vacancies; patients use real information in 

hospitals and users use their real data to access applications. Because of that, there are still 

limitations in how blockchain can power the real life of people around the world.

In the crypto world, in the 1st generation blockchains; senders and receivers do not know 

much about one another except for the amount of cryptocurrency and the time that 

transaction is made: A send to B an amount equivalent to X BTC at time Y. That leads to the 

facts that 1st gen blockchains started powering the transactions in deep (& dark) web – the 

anonymity is guaranteed here.

2nd generation blockchains enriches the transaction by allowing people to use smart contract 

to manage the contract’s information: Why is the transaction made? What are the terms & 

conditions of the transaction? Example: A send X ETH to B at time Y if A and B satisfy the 

terms & conditions Z. With the “Smart Contract” concept that allows users to control the 

transaction conditionally, 2nd gen blockchains have been powering the startup of dApps and 

ICOs that comprise of large combinations of complicated Smart Contracts in which many 

parties participate. The anonymity is still guaranteed here, and the transactions are 

manageable.

3rd generation blockchains try to unify the crypto world by connecting thousands of 

blockchains together and connect them to the real world. A can send X ETH to B at time Y and 

B can immediately exchange that X ETH to M EOS at time Z and send that M EOS to C at time 

T. The crypto world is on its way to be connected in this manner.

However, currently there are major issues in connecting the crypto world with the real world: 

The nature of transactions in the crypto world is the anonymity but the transactions in real 

world need to be identified: from the identification of senders and receivers to the terms and 

conditions of the transactions. In the real world, banks require their clients to provide full 

information about themselves when using their services.

Then how do blockchains bring its advantages to the real world? Our answer here is 

KNOWCHAIN.

What are the problems and the pains of users and organizations that 

Knowchain solves?

Based on current blockchain designs available, users and organizations (applications, 

businesses, etc.) cannot interact on-chain other than just transferring tokens (coins) because 

the current transaction systems of blockchain networks do not support sufficient information. 

Not limited to only the problems of enriching transactions to re-use data, there are also the 

problems of privacy and duplication of users’ data in centralized services and applications.

Traditional applications require users to tradeoff between their privacy and utilities. Let’s take 

Facebook as the best example: users lose their data to Facebook to get the best contents and 

services advertised to them. The problem is that: Facebook monetizes the data of users by 

selling advertising services to businesses. We believe it will be better if businesses directly pay 

the users to reach them without the involvement of third parties like Facebook.

Secondly, the data of users are stored in different places: medical data in hospitals; activity logs 

in applications like Facebook, Google; identity in many KYC of ICOs; etc. The fragmentation of 

user’s data in many places leads to the understandable behaviors of data storing organizations: 

they exploit the data stored with them by selling them or by offering services to other 

organizations without the permission of the owners (users).

Thirdly, many organizations usually store the same parts of user’s data. An example is that 

KYC data of many ICOs store the same information of users. That leads to repeated processes 

and wasting resources and efforts of both organizations and users.

Knowchain solves those problems by bringing the mutual information of users from all over 

the world into blockchain first, allowing users to re-use their data and control the privacy of 

them. Knowchain also helps in protecting user’s rights to their own data. Organizations cannot 

exploit users’ data if the users do not give the permission. That leads to the ability for users to 

get rewards by exchanging their data for service offers from organizations on Knowchain 

network: businesses and organizations can pay users in return for access to certain specific 

users’ data to advertise and promote their products or services directly to users instead of 

paying the advertisers or third parties like Facebook and Google.

Organizations can not exploit the users’ data illegally with Knowchain. Knowchain enables 

organizations the chance to approach a huge data of potential customers by creating a reward 
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system that gives incentives to users for sharing their own data publicly. When a user shares 

the data publicly, a certain amount of Know will be rewarded to that user. The reward system 

encourages users to share their data to receive Know or service offers from organizations and 

businesses. Organizations can also be rewarded by becoming Ultranodes or Service Ultranodes 

(will be described in detail below) as the keepers of the network.

Organizations can not exploit the users’ data illegally with Knowchain. However, Knowchain 

enables the chance to approach a huge data of potential customers for organizations by 

creating a rewards system that gives incentives to users to share their own data as public. 

When a user shares the data as public, a certain amount of Know will be rewarded to that user. 

That rewards system encourages users to share their data to get back Know or service offers 

from organizations and businesses. Organizations can also be rewarded by becoming 

Ultranodes or Service Ultranodes (will be described in detail below) as the keepers of the 

network.

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.
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Knowchain – The blockchain solution for closing the gap between the crypto world 

and the real world.

We identify the lack of real world applications in the current blockchains and cryptocurrencies 

because of their anonymity. In real world, companies and customers are working on visible 

contracts with their identities certified to ensure each fulfil their obligations to each other as 

stipulated in contract governed by contract laws of a specific country agreed upon; employees 

use their real names and profiles to apply for job vacancies; patients use real information in 

hospitals and users use their real data to access applications. Because of that, there are still 

limitations in how blockchain can power the real life of people around the world.

In the crypto world, in the 1st generation blockchains; senders and receivers do not know 

much about one another except for the amount of cryptocurrency and the time that 

transaction is made: A send to B an amount equivalent to X BTC at time Y. That leads to the 

facts that 1st gen blockchains started powering the transactions in deep (& dark) web – the 

anonymity is guaranteed here.

2nd generation blockchains enriches the transaction by allowing people to use smart contract 

to manage the contract’s information: Why is the transaction made? What are the terms & 

conditions of the transaction? Example: A send X ETH to B at time Y if A and B satisfy the 

terms & conditions Z. With the “Smart Contract” concept that allows users to control the 

transaction conditionally, 2nd gen blockchains have been powering the startup of dApps and 

ICOs that comprise of large combinations of complicated Smart Contracts in which many 

parties participate. The anonymity is still guaranteed here, and the transactions are 

manageable.

3rd generation blockchains try to unify the crypto world by connecting thousands of 

blockchains together and connect them to the real world. A can send X ETH to B at time Y and 

B can immediately exchange that X ETH to M EOS at time Z and send that M EOS to C at time 

T. The crypto world is on its way to be connected in this manner.

However, currently there are major issues in connecting the crypto world with the real world: 

The nature of transactions in the crypto world is the anonymity but the transactions in real 

world need to be identified: from the identification of senders and receivers to the terms and 

conditions of the transactions. In the real world, banks require their clients to provide full 

information about themselves when using their services.

Then how do blockchains bring its advantages to the real world? Our answer here is 

KNOWCHAIN.

Why cannot Ethereum or Hyperledger solve the problems?

Why Ethereum or Hyperledger cannot solve these problems?

Ethereum ecosystem has grown significantly since 2014. Ethereum ecosystem 

approaches to the problems mentioned above by using an integrated system of Ethereum 

sidechains and file sharing networks like Filecoin, IPFS, etc. However, this approach creates a 

lot of challenges, especially the dependence on Ethereum’s development and Filecoin’s (IPFS) 

development, the inconvenience for users to interact with multiple systems, the lack of 

real-time interactions between objects of different sidechains (of different applications and 

organizations) and the duplication of users’ data in different sidechains. All these challenges 

cannot be solved at the same time unless a new chain is created.

Hyperledger is a private or permissioned blockchain framework. Hyperledger provides organi-

zations and businesses the ability to create their own private chains that can connect to 

others. The approach of Hyperledger with multi private chains is the solution for solving the 

problems of users and organizations as per stated above. However, the duplication of user’s 

data in different private chains cannot be solved and the private characteristic of private 

chains cannot help users with the right of claim to their own data publicly. That leads to the 

privacy problems of users which are discussed above. Therefore, Knowchain fits perfectly into 

the cases in which we are analyzing.

What are the problems and the pains of users and organizations that 

Knowchain solves?

Based on current blockchain designs available, users and organizations (applications, 

businesses, etc.) cannot interact on-chain other than just transferring tokens (coins) because 

the current transaction systems of blockchain networks do not support sufficient information. 

Not limited to only the problems of enriching transactions to re-use data, there are also the 

problems of privacy and duplication of users’ data in centralized services and applications.

Traditional applications require users to tradeoff between their privacy and utilities. Let’s take 

Facebook as the best example: users lose their data to Facebook to get the best contents and 

services advertised to them. The problem is that: Facebook monetizes the data of users by 

selling advertising services to businesses. We believe it will be better if businesses directly pay 

the users to reach them without the involvement of third parties like Facebook.

Secondly, the data of users are stored in different places: medical data in hospitals; activity logs 

in applications like Facebook, Google; identity in many KYC of ICOs; etc. The fragmentation of 

user’s data in many places leads to the understandable behaviors of data storing organizations: 

they exploit the data stored with them by selling them or by offering services to other 

organizations without the permission of the owners (users).

Thirdly, many organizations usually store the same parts of user’s data. An example is that 

KYC data of many ICOs store the same information of users. That leads to repeated processes 

and wasting resources and efforts of both organizations and users.

Knowchain solves those problems by bringing the mutual information of users from all over 

the world into blockchain first, allowing users to re-use their data and control the privacy of 

them. Knowchain also helps in protecting user’s rights to their own data. Organizations cannot 

exploit users’ data if the users do not give the permission. That leads to the ability for users to 

get rewards by exchanging their data for service offers from organizations on Knowchain 

network: businesses and organizations can pay users in return for access to certain specific 

users’ data to advertise and promote their products or services directly to users instead of 

paying the advertisers or third parties like Facebook and Google.

Organizations can not exploit the users’ data illegally with Knowchain. Knowchain enables 

organizations the chance to approach a huge data of potential customers by creating a reward 
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system that gives incentives to users for sharing their own data publicly. When a user shares 

the data publicly, a certain amount of Know will be rewarded to that user. The reward system 

encourages users to share their data to receive Know or service offers from organizations and 

businesses. Organizations can also be rewarded by becoming Ultranodes or Service Ultranodes 

(will be described in detail below) as the keepers of the network.

Organizations can not exploit the users’ data illegally with Knowchain. However, Knowchain 

enables the chance to approach a huge data of potential customers for organizations by 

creating a rewards system that gives incentives to users to share their own data as public. 

When a user shares the data as public, a certain amount of Know will be rewarded to that user. 

That rewards system encourages users to share their data to get back Know or service offers 

from organizations and businesses. Organizations can also be rewarded by becoming 

Ultranodes or Service Ultranodes (will be described in detail below) as the keepers of the 

network.

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.
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Knowchain – The blockchain solution for closing the gap between the crypto world 

and the real world.

We identify the lack of real world applications in the current blockchains and cryptocurrencies 

because of their anonymity. In real world, companies and customers are working on visible 

contracts with their identities certified to ensure each fulfil their obligations to each other as 

stipulated in contract governed by contract laws of a specific country agreed upon; employees 

use their real names and profiles to apply for job vacancies; patients use real information in 

hospitals and users use their real data to access applications. Because of that, there are still 

limitations in how blockchain can power the real life of people around the world.

In the crypto world, in the 1st generation blockchains; senders and receivers do not know 

much about one another except for the amount of cryptocurrency and the time that 

transaction is made: A send to B an amount equivalent to X BTC at time Y. That leads to the 

facts that 1st gen blockchains started powering the transactions in deep (& dark) web – the 

anonymity is guaranteed here.

2nd generation blockchains enriches the transaction by allowing people to use smart contract 

to manage the contract’s information: Why is the transaction made? What are the terms & 

conditions of the transaction? Example: A send X ETH to B at time Y if A and B satisfy the 

terms & conditions Z. With the “Smart Contract” concept that allows users to control the 

transaction conditionally, 2nd gen blockchains have been powering the startup of dApps and 

ICOs that comprise of large combinations of complicated Smart Contracts in which many 

parties participate. The anonymity is still guaranteed here, and the transactions are 

manageable.

3rd generation blockchains try to unify the crypto world by connecting thousands of 

blockchains together and connect them to the real world. A can send X ETH to B at time Y and 

B can immediately exchange that X ETH to M EOS at time Z and send that M EOS to C at time 

T. The crypto world is on its way to be connected in this manner.

However, currently there are major issues in connecting the crypto world with the real world: 

The nature of transactions in the crypto world is the anonymity but the transactions in real 

world need to be identified: from the identification of senders and receivers to the terms and 

conditions of the transactions. In the real world, banks require their clients to provide full 

information about themselves when using their services.

Then how do blockchains bring its advantages to the real world? Our answer here is 

KNOWCHAIN.

I I I  – Knowchain vis ion
The vision of Know is to bring blockchain technology into daily life by building a new 

blockchain from ground up - A blockchain with transactions that is attached with people’s 

information. Through Knowchain, the real world and the blockchain world are connected 

seamlessly by its users.

Knowchain aims to connect the world through both the transactions as well as the 

information of users. The information that can be attached onto the blockchain can be 

Personal Information, Certification and Qualification, Work Projects, Medical Data, Financial 

Data, etc. Imagine a new world where people’s information are stored onto Knowchain 

securely, owned and managed by the users themselves: Users can establish Smart Contract 

with real names and information to attain legal conformity with whichever agreed upon legal 

system in whichever country; Hospitals can be connected and patients can be treated 

anywhere around the world without bringing or sending their Medical Data to the new 

hospitals; Companies can hire employees with Smart Contracts on Knowchain and thereafter, 

these employees can use these Smart Contracts to find a new workplace (new companies can 

query Knowchain and get information of the Smart Contracts); dApps can be built to attract 

users with real information.

With Knowchain, the real world is now connected via its blockchain design that is now visible 

to people. Knowchain with its unique design brings blockchain technology one more step 

closer to the real life. Along with machine to machine connection network like IOTA, 

Knowchain aims to become one of the most relevant futuristic blockchain ever to be created.

 

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.
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Knowchain – The blockchain solution for closing the gap between the crypto world 

and the real world.

We identify the lack of real world applications in the current blockchains and cryptocurrencies 

because of their anonymity. In real world, companies and customers are working on visible 

contracts with their identities certified to ensure each fulfil their obligations to each other as 

stipulated in contract governed by contract laws of a specific country agreed upon; employees 

use their real names and profiles to apply for job vacancies; patients use real information in 

hospitals and users use their real data to access applications. Because of that, there are still 

limitations in how blockchain can power the real life of people around the world.

In the crypto world, in the 1st generation blockchains; senders and receivers do not know 

much about one another except for the amount of cryptocurrency and the time that 

transaction is made: A send to B an amount equivalent to X BTC at time Y. That leads to the 

facts that 1st gen blockchains started powering the transactions in deep (& dark) web – the 

anonymity is guaranteed here.

2nd generation blockchains enriches the transaction by allowing people to use smart contract 

to manage the contract’s information: Why is the transaction made? What are the terms & 

conditions of the transaction? Example: A send X ETH to B at time Y if A and B satisfy the 

terms & conditions Z. With the “Smart Contract” concept that allows users to control the 

transaction conditionally, 2nd gen blockchains have been powering the startup of dApps and 

ICOs that comprise of large combinations of complicated Smart Contracts in which many 

parties participate. The anonymity is still guaranteed here, and the transactions are 

manageable.

3rd generation blockchains try to unify the crypto world by connecting thousands of 

blockchains together and connect them to the real world. A can send X ETH to B at time Y and 

B can immediately exchange that X ETH to M EOS at time Z and send that M EOS to C at time 

T. The crypto world is on its way to be connected in this manner.

However, currently there are major issues in connecting the crypto world with the real world: 

The nature of transactions in the crypto world is the anonymity but the transactions in real 

world need to be identified: from the identification of senders and receivers to the terms and 

conditions of the transactions. In the real world, banks require their clients to provide full 

information about themselves when using their services.

Then how do blockchains bring its advantages to the real world? Our answer here is 

KNOWCHAIN.

IV – Knowchain general features 
and designs

A decentralized network and secured network

Knowchain project introduces a new decentralized network that allows users to 

attach their information to blockchain and connect them to their transactions by 

smart contracts. With the power of cryptography technology and blockchain protocol, 

information is secured and kept private (only the parties who are involved in have the 

accessibility).

Transaction data and people information on Knowchain cannot be controlled by any 

centralized authority, it belongs to their owners and only the owners can access their 

information on Knowchain. For instance of centralized organizations: the job websites require 

users to give them their private information to match them with job vacancies; VISA and 

MasterCard require their users to follow their terms and policies; applications like Facebook 

and Google require users to provide information for their services. Unlike that, Knowchain 

stores people information in a decentralized network connected by its own users. No parties 

and centralized authorities can control and access your data without your permission. The 

information of people is stored forever in blockchain, they are defined uniquely and certified 

by their owners.

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.
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Knowchain – The blockchain solution for closing the gap between the crypto world 

and the real world.

We identify the lack of real world applications in the current blockchains and cryptocurrencies 

because of their anonymity. In real world, companies and customers are working on visible 

contracts with their identities certified to ensure each fulfil their obligations to each other as 

stipulated in contract governed by contract laws of a specific country agreed upon; employees 

use their real names and profiles to apply for job vacancies; patients use real information in 

hospitals and users use their real data to access applications. Because of that, there are still 

limitations in how blockchain can power the real life of people around the world.

In the crypto world, in the 1st generation blockchains; senders and receivers do not know 

much about one another except for the amount of cryptocurrency and the time that 

transaction is made: A send to B an amount equivalent to X BTC at time Y. That leads to the 

facts that 1st gen blockchains started powering the transactions in deep (& dark) web – the 

anonymity is guaranteed here.

2nd generation blockchains enriches the transaction by allowing people to use smart contract 

to manage the contract’s information: Why is the transaction made? What are the terms & 

conditions of the transaction? Example: A send X ETH to B at time Y if A and B satisfy the 

terms & conditions Z. With the “Smart Contract” concept that allows users to control the 

transaction conditionally, 2nd gen blockchains have been powering the startup of dApps and 

ICOs that comprise of large combinations of complicated Smart Contracts in which many 

parties participate. The anonymity is still guaranteed here, and the transactions are 

manageable.

3rd generation blockchains try to unify the crypto world by connecting thousands of 

blockchains together and connect them to the real world. A can send X ETH to B at time Y and 

B can immediately exchange that X ETH to M EOS at time Z and send that M EOS to C at time 

T. The crypto world is on its way to be connected in this manner.

However, currently there are major issues in connecting the crypto world with the real world: 

The nature of transactions in the crypto world is the anonymity but the transactions in real 

world need to be identified: from the identification of senders and receivers to the terms and 

conditions of the transactions. In the real world, banks require their clients to provide full 

information about themselves when using their services.

Then how do blockchains bring its advantages to the real world? Our answer here is 

KNOWCHAIN.

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.

Knowchain general design
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Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.

V – Knowchain network

Knowchain General Operation Mechanism and Components

Knowchain Operation Mechanism
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Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.

The goal of Knowchain is to create a trustless and decentralized system in which transactions 

are similar with real world transactions. Knowchain accomplishes it by designing its network as 

a 2 layers blockchain with Double consensus algorithm to allow transactions to be linked with 

additional information on-chain. Users, Developers, Node operators, Organizations, 

Enterprises, Crypto Exchanges, Partners and other Blockchains & Cryptos can take part in the 

development of Knowchain as described in the Diagram above. In this paper, we will discuss 

the components of the network and the roles of each participant to the whole ecosystem of 

Knowchain.

Knowchain – 2 layers blockchain
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Full Nodes

Full Nodes are the validators and the keepers of the first layer – Know Layer. A 

Full Node is a computer who participates in Knowchain network and has 

connections with other Full Nodes. Transactions will be sent to Full Nodes and forwarded to 

Delegates. A Delegate is a Full Node who has been voted by other Full Nodes (Voters) to be 

the validator for the next block. Voters are Full Nodes who stake their Know to get the votes. 

To vote for a Delegate, a Full Node must create a transaction called Vote Transaction and the 

total Votes will be counted with weights are the current staking balance of the Voters. Full 

Nodes can be run by any computers and they play a vital role for the sustainability of the 

Knowchain network. To promote Full Nodes to stake Know and join in Voting process, 

Knowchain has the Block reward system for Delegates and its Voters. Knowchain rewards the 

block generators a fixed amount of Know per block.

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.

Knowchain is the heart of the ecosystem. Unlike the traditional approach of other blockchains, 

Knowchain has 2 layers that store different information on-chain. The first layer named Know 

Layer (Value Settlement Layer) is only used for transfers the crypto unit of Knowchain: Know. 

The first layer only stores the information related to transactions of the network. The shared 

ledger of Know Layer is distributed over the network. It is composed by Know Blocks, and 

each Know Blocks is composed of a Block header and a list of confirmed transactions. Blocks is 

confirmed by Full Nodes who are delegated by the Stakers through a mechanism called 

Delegated Proof of Stake (described in Consensus Part). Block Generation occurs every 10 

seconds within the Knowchain network.

The second layer stores Ano units into Ano Blocks. It is composed by the Ultranode system. An 

Ultranode can be a Full Node with at least 1 million Know staking in locked-box or an 

organization with Proof of Authority as their identity and reputation. Ultranodes make Ano 

Blocks and propagate the Ano chain to other Ultranodes to maintain the decentralization of 

the network. To minimize the risk for the network, no Organinzation Ultranodes is allowed to 

decide consecutive-blocks of the Ano layers. It means that one Ultranode who proves itself by 

Proof of Authority only can approve non-consecutive blocks for the Ano Layer.

3
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Ultranodes

Ultranodes system is the unique design from Knowchain for its ultimate purpose 

to make transactions information-rich. To maintain the 2 layers blockchain effectively, the 

network requires a different design from other blockchains. Ano Layer in Knowchain will be 

managed by Ultranodes system. An Ultranode is a Full Node who stakes a large amount of 

Know into lock-box. The process working with Ano Layer will be independent with the Know 

Layer which is managed by the Delegates system. Ultranodes will approve Ano Blocks that 

contains Ano units and propagate the Ano chain to other Ultranodes and Full Nodes across 

Knowchain. Users must pay fees to send an information into Ano Layer.

To motivate the work of Ultranodes, Knowchain rewards the Ultranodes system by the fees of 

the users for the information attaching processes. Ultranodes also get Block rewards from 

Know Layer which are shared by the Delegates for the participation in the transactions which 

are related to the Ano Layer.

Service Ultranodes (S-Ultranodes)

A Full Node can be rewarded by applying to become a Service Ultranode. A 

Service Ultranode is a trusted Ultranode who provides extra services to the Knowchain 

network. Basic Ultranodes provide attaching and storing services for the Knowchain network 

on Ano Layer. Advanced Service Ultranodes provide services like Verification of Ano units, 

Instant Payment System or Private Payment System. Service Ultranodes must be trusted by 

the network. After completing the process to prove the identities and authorities, Service 

Ultranodes become trusted Ultranodes and can start providing their services to the network. 

Service Ultranodes work together following the Proof of Authority mechanism to maintain the 

consensus of the network.

Service Ultranodes can be run by Governments, Hospitals, Universities, Banks and Enterprises. 

The services on Knowchain network are provided by certain Service Ultranodes and they are 

not decentralized. For instance, only Japan Government can provide Verification service to 

4

5

Japanese Passports. Knowchain is designed to be decentralized on the Know Layer and the 

Ano Layer, not for the extra services. Whenever a Full Node, a Delegate or an Ultranode gets 

out of the network, Knowchain is still run by other Nodes. However, if a Service Ultranode gets 

out of the network, the service provided by that Service Ultranode will be suspended. For 

instance, if Japan Government quits Knowchain, no Japanese Passport will be verified. That is 

the reality of the real world and Knowchain’s design is to bring it to the network, not to break 

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.
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Service Ultranodes (S-Ultranodes)

A Full Node can be rewarded by applying to become a Service Ultranode. A 

Service Ultranode is a trusted Ultranode who provides extra services to the Knowchain 

network. Basic Ultranodes provide attaching and storing services for the Knowchain network 

on Ano Layer. Advanced Service Ultranodes provide services like Verification of Ano units, 

Instant Payment System or Private Payment System. Service Ultranodes must be trusted by 

the network. After completing the process to prove the identities and authorities, Service 

Ultranodes become trusted Ultranodes and can start providing their services to the network. 

Service Ultranodes work together following the Proof of Authority mechanism to maintain the 

consensus of the network.

Service Ultranodes can be run by Governments, Hospitals, Universities, Banks and Enterprises. 

The services on Knowchain network are provided by certain Service Ultranodes and they are 

not decentralized. For instance, only Japan Government can provide Verification service to 

Japanese Passports. Knowchain is designed to be decentralized on the Know Layer and the 

Ano Layer, not for the extra services. Whenever a Full Node, a Delegate or an Ultranode gets 

out of the network, Knowchain is still run by other Nodes. However, if a Service Ultranode gets 

out of the network, the service provided by that Service Ultranode will be suspended. For 

instance, if Japan Government quits Knowchain, no Japanese Passport will be verified. That is 

the reality of the real world and Knowchain’s design is to bring it to the network, not to break 

Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.

VI – Knowchain Operation 
Mechanism and Key Features

Transaction

General t ransaction in Knowchain system



Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.

Users use Knowchain for their demands in real world. Knowchain can help people to transfer  

value, store information forever on Knowchain or to do business with other users. For each 

purpose, there will be a certain type of transaction. There are 5 types of normal transaction on 

Knowchain: Transfer Know, Create a smart contract (including Ano units), Attach Ano units, 

Request Service on Ano units and Vote for Delegates. There are also 3 special types of 

transaction on Knowchain: Register as Delegates, Register as Ultranodes and Register as 

Service Ultranodes.

The Transfer Know type of transaction will be managed only by the Know Layer by Delegates 

system following Delegated Proof of Stake consensus.

For the normal transactions that are related to Ano units (except only the first type of 

transaction – Transfer Know) and special transactions, there will always be 2 processes on 

Knowchain network - The Know process and the Ano process:

 •The Know process is about transferring Know from sender to receiver, or from sender  

 to network, or from network to receiver. The Know process will be handled in Know   

 Layer and will be managed by the Delegates following Delegated Proof of Stake   

 consensus.

 •The Ano process is about attaching and processing information as Ano units. The Ano  

 process will be handle in Ano Layer and will be managed by the Ultranodes and Service  

 Ultranodes following both Proof of Stake and Proof of Authority consensuses.

 Transactions in Knowchain will be processed as below:

 •Users create transactions and broadcast to the nearest peers in Knowchain network   

 who are running Full Nodes as Delegates.

 •Delegates determine the type of transactions as 1-layered transactions or 2-layered   

 transactions.

 •If the transactions are 1-layered transactions (only in Know Layer), Delegates will add  

 the transactions to txpool and broadcast the transactions to the Delegates who are in  

 their turns as Validators. Validators will process the transactions, confirm or decline the  

 transactions and put the results into blocks. The transactions will be removed from   

 txpool. The blockchain will be broadcasted to the next Validators in turns.

 •If the transactions are 2-layered transactions (will be processed in both Know Layer   

 and Ano Layer), Delegates will add the transactions to txpool and broadcast the   

 transactions to the Delegates who are in their turns as Validators. Validators will   

 process the transferring aspect of the transactions, accept or decline the transferring   

 requests.

 •If the transferring requests are declined by Validators, the results will be put into   

 blocks and no need to broadcast to the Ultranodes system. The transactions will be   

 removed from txpool. The blockchain will be broadcasted to the next Validators in   

 turns.

 •If the transferring requests are confirmed by Validators (it means the sender has   

 enough balance), the transactions will be put in pending-pool and will be broadcasted  

 to Ultranodes system. The Ultranodes system will process the Ano-related requests,   

 confirm or decline them.

  *If the Ano-related requests are declined by Ultranodes, the results will be put   

  into blocks. The transactions will be removed from pending-pool. The    

  blockchain will be broadcasted to the next Validators in turns.

  *If the Ano-related requests are confirmed by Ultranodes, the results will be put  

  into both Know blocks and Ano blocks in Know Layer and Ano Layer. The   

  transactions will be removed from pending-pool. The blockchain will be   

  broadcasted to the Ultranode system and the next Validators in turns.
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Different from Ethereum and Bitcoin, Knowchain has 2 blockchain layers that connect 

together: the Know value settlement layer and the Ano layer (“anything” – information layer). 

The 2-layered architect helps Knowchain to attach more information to a transaction. With 

Bitcoin, you cannot attach much information to the transaction. A typical Bitcoin transaction 

stores only 4 things: the sender’s address, the receiver’s address, the amount of Bitcoin and the 

time of transaction. Ethereum allows accounts to attach smart contracts to the transaction and 

make “smart contract” become an independent object (as accounts). Knowchain Ano layer 

helps users to attach anything they want along with their transaction by designing Ano unit: a 

unit that can be “anything” – a smart contract, an additional information (a degree or a 

certificate), the encrypted identities of the sender and the receiver, etc. Each transaction from 

the Value settlement layer can be attached with multiple Ano units in the Ano layers by the 

Smart Bridge Protocol. Each Ano unit can also be linked to other Ano units.

Knowchain uses the consensus mechanism that combines delegated Proof of Stake and Proof of 

Authority. An UltraNode system will be formed to help in accelerating the process of building 

Ano layer – the blockchain of information attached to the transactions in Value settlement 

layer. UltraNode network is similar with the MasterNode network of Dash (a privacy-focused 

cryptocurrency). Apart from the work of MasterNode system in Dash blockchain, Knowchain 

Ultranodes oversee the correctness and integrity of the Ano layer to make sure it is not stuck 

(and then cause the transaction in the Value settlement layer to be pending). Ultranodes can 

also provide additional services on the network including Instant transactions, Confirmation 

services, Information attaching, etc. An Ultranodes can be set up by organizations that have to 

prove their authorities to provide the services for Knowchain network.

An Ano can be (as the most important case) a smart contract with a Turing complete language 

running on Know Virtual Machine. The ability of Knowchain smart contracts is far more 

powerful because multiple Ano units can be attached into one transaction along with the 

Ano-smart contract: the identities of the parties who made and participate in the smart 

contracts, the additional information that can be used in smart contract terms and conditions. 

Imagine that ICOs on Knowchain can immediately get the information of investors (currently 

it comes from a separate KYC process) because they are stored in Ano units of the buyers and 

the smart contract for ICO requires buyers to attach their Ano-info units when joining the ICO.

With the ability to attach “anything” to a transaction on Knowchain, users have the options to 

enrich their transaction, by attaching their identities (to power real life businesses), important 

information (IDs/Degree/Medical Data). Governments, banks, education institutions and 

enterprises support Knowchain because it powers them to integrate every real-life process 

onto the blockchain: transactions can allow full information from the parties.

Users use Knowchain for their demands in real world. Knowchain can help people to transfer  

value, store information forever on Knowchain or to do business with other users. For each 

purpose, there will be a certain type of transaction. There are 5 types of normal transaction on 

Knowchain: Transfer Know, Create a smart contract (including Ano units), Attach Ano units, 

Request Service on Ano units and Vote for Delegates. There are also 3 special types of 

transaction on Knowchain: Register as Delegates, Register as Ultranodes and Register as 

Service Ultranodes.

The Transfer Know type of transaction will be managed only by the Know Layer by Delegates 

system following Delegated Proof of Stake consensus.

For the normal transactions that are related to Ano units (except only the first type of 

transaction – Transfer Know) and special transactions, there will always be 2 processes on 

Knowchain network - The Know process and the Ano process:

 •The Know process is about transferring Know from sender to receiver, or from sender  

 to network, or from network to receiver. The Know process will be handled in Know   

 Layer and will be managed by the Delegates following Delegated Proof of Stake   

 consensus.

 •The Ano process is about attaching and processing information as Ano units. The Ano  

 process will be handle in Ano Layer and will be managed by the Ultranodes and Service  

 Ultranodes following both Proof of Stake and Proof of Authority consensuses.

 Transactions in Knowchain will be processed as below:

 •Users create transactions and broadcast to the nearest peers in Knowchain network   

 who are running Full Nodes as Delegates.

 •Delegates determine the type of transactions as 1-layered transactions or 2-layered   

 transactions.

 •If the transactions are 1-layered transactions (only in Know Layer), Delegates will add  

 the transactions to txpool and broadcast the transactions to the Delegates who are in  

 their turns as Validators. Validators will process the transactions, confirm or decline the  

 transactions and put the results into blocks. The transactions will be removed from   

 txpool. The blockchain will be broadcasted to the next Validators in turns.

 •If the transactions are 2-layered transactions (will be processed in both Know Layer   

 and Ano Layer), Delegates will add the transactions to txpool and broadcast the   

 transactions to the Delegates who are in their turns as Validators. Validators will   

 process the transferring aspect of the transactions, accept or decline the transferring   

 requests.

 •If the transferring requests are declined by Validators, the results will be put into   

 blocks and no need to broadcast to the Ultranodes system. The transactions will be   

 removed from txpool. The blockchain will be broadcasted to the next Validators in   

 turns.

 •If the transferring requests are confirmed by Validators (it means the sender has   

 enough balance), the transactions will be put in pending-pool and will be broadcasted  

 to Ultranodes system. The Ultranodes system will process the Ano-related requests,   

 confirm or decline them.

  *If the Ano-related requests are declined by Ultranodes, the results will be put   

  into blocks. The transactions will be removed from pending-pool. The    

  blockchain will be broadcasted to the next Validators in turns.

  *If the Ano-related requests are confirmed by Ultranodes, the results will be put  

  into both Know blocks and Ano blocks in Know Layer and Ano Layer. The   

  transactions will be removed from pending-pool. The blockchain will be   

  broadcasted to the Ultranode system and the next Validators in turns.

1-layered
transactions
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There will be a sub-process where users call to Service Ultranodes to use their services. In 

those cases, the transactions will be sent from Validators and Ultranodes to Service Ultranodes 

for processing the services.

There are two consensus mechanisms in Knowchain. The Know Layer uses Delegated Proof of 

Stake and The Ano Layer uses both Proof of Stake and Proof of Authority.

Consensus Mechanism

2-layered transactions
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Bitcoin uses Proof of Work as consensus mechanism for Full Nodes and Miners to work with 

others. The concept of Proof of Work is that the Validators need to prove for their work by 

solving CPU or GPU consumed problems. The advantage of Proof of Work algorithms is that 

there will be very hard for a Miner or a group of Miners to control the network. Attackers of 

Proof of Work blockchains will have to possess at least 51% of the hash power in the network 

to be successfully in manipulating it. Along with the growth of the network, the difficulties to 

attack and control the network increase. It means that is impossible to attack Bitcoin network 

(currently in 2018 there are 26 million tera hashes per second – a tera hashes is a trillion of 

hashes) until quantum computers are completed to use commercially. However, the 

disadvantage of Proof of Work is that the electricity using for mining process is very high and 

that electricity is somehow useless.

Proof of Stake can be more energy efficient than Proof of Work. Proof of Stake algorithm 

chooses the next Validators (the block creators) from stakers who hold a certain amount of 

the cryptocurrency in their accounts. The Validators can be chosen randomly or following a 

process of selection. In Know Layer of Knowchain, we use the consensus algorithm called 

Delegated Proof of Stake. What is Delegated Proof of Stake algorithm features in Know Layer? 

The answers are broken down from these questions:

 •Who should create the next blocks?

 •When should the next block be created?

 •What transactions should be included in the block?

 •How are changes to the protocol applied?

 •How should competing transaction histories be resolved?

Who should create the next blocks in Know Layer? In Know Layer, the next blocks are created 

by Validators. Validators are the top 37 Delegates who are chosen from votes of stakers – 

Know stake holders. Every Know stakers in Knowchain will have the right to vote for up to 37 

Know stake holders. The weights of the votes depend on the amount of Know the stake 

holders have. To vote for a Delegate, a Know staker needs to use Vote transaction type. Every 

Know stake holders can register to become a Delegate by using Register as Delegates type of 

transaction.

Know Layer – Delegated Proof of Stake All Full Nodes must agree on the Delegated Proof of Stake process to maintain the network 

integrity and avoid forking. Next blocks will be created by up to 37 Validators in Rounds. A 

Round contains 37 consecutive blocks. The block time is 10 seconds, it means every 10 

seconds, a new block will be created by a certain Validator. The process of selecting Validators 

is as below:

 •Full Nodes who have Know (Know stake holders) vote for up to 37 Delegates by Vote  

 transaction.

 •Each Delegate has a Vote point based on the Votes (with weights) received from Know  

 stake holders.

 •Each Round, there are 37 Validators who will be chosen from top 37 Delegates with   

 the highest Vote points.

 •The orders of 37 Validators will be random from 1st to 37th.

 •The 1st block of the Round (total 37 blocks) will be processed by the Validator in   

 order 1st. The last block (37th block) will be processed by the Validator in order 37th.

 •Next round, 37 new Validators will be defined with a new random order and the   

 process repeats.

Each turn in the total 37 turns will follow a process of Validator Committee Communication to 

reach a consensus between the Committee. After the Validator Committee reaches the 

consensus on the new blocks, they will be finalized on chain to prevent forks in Knowchain. 

The process is similar will Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithms introduced by Miguel Castro 

and Barbara Liskov in 1999.

Given that the order of 37 Validators are settled and there will be 37 turns to process 37 new 

blocks of the network. In every turn, the Validator in turn will play a role as the Commander, 

the other Validators will play the roles as Counselors. When the Commander proposes a new 

block of his turn, the Counselors (37 other Validators) will receive the message of the new 

block and return their responses to all Validators including the Commander. After 2 rounds of 

Validator Committee Communication, the Committee reaches the consensus of accepting or 

rejecting the new block proposed by the Commander, and the turn will be closed.
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Bitcoin uses Proof of Work as consensus mechanism for Full Nodes and Miners to work with 

others. The concept of Proof of Work is that the Validators need to prove for their work by 

solving CPU or GPU consumed problems. The advantage of Proof of Work algorithms is that 

there will be very hard for a Miner or a group of Miners to control the network. Attackers of 

Proof of Work blockchains will have to possess at least 51% of the hash power in the network 

to be successfully in manipulating it. Along with the growth of the network, the difficulties to 

attack and control the network increase. It means that is impossible to attack Bitcoin network 

(currently in 2018 there are 26 million tera hashes per second – a tera hashes is a trillion of 

hashes) until quantum computers are completed to use commercially. However, the 

disadvantage of Proof of Work is that the electricity using for mining process is very high and 

that electricity is somehow useless.

Proof of Stake can be more energy efficient than Proof of Work. Proof of Stake algorithm 

chooses the next Validators (the block creators) from stakers who hold a certain amount of 

the cryptocurrency in their accounts. The Validators can be chosen randomly or following a 

process of selection. In Know Layer of Knowchain, we use the consensus algorithm called 

Delegated Proof of Stake. What is Delegated Proof of Stake algorithm features in Know Layer? 

The answers are broken down from these questions:

 •Who should create the next blocks?

 •When should the next block be created?

 •What transactions should be included in the block?

 •How are changes to the protocol applied?

 •How should competing transaction histories be resolved?

Who should create the next blocks in Know Layer? In Know Layer, the next blocks are created 

by Validators. Validators are the top 37 Delegates who are chosen from votes of stakers – 

Know stake holders. Every Know stakers in Knowchain will have the right to vote for up to 37 

Know stake holders. The weights of the votes depend on the amount of Know the stake 

holders have. To vote for a Delegate, a Know staker needs to use Vote transaction type. Every 

Know stake holders can register to become a Delegate by using Register as Delegates type of 

transaction.

All Full Nodes must agree on the Delegated Proof of Stake process to maintain the network 

integrity and avoid forking. Next blocks will be created by up to 37 Validators in Rounds. A 

Round contains 37 consecutive blocks. The block time is 10 seconds, it means every 10 

seconds, a new block will be created by a certain Validator. The process of selecting Validators 

is as below:

 •Full Nodes who have Know (Know stake holders) vote for up to 37 Delegates by Vote  

 transaction.

 •Each Delegate has a Vote point based on the Votes (with weights) received from Know  

 stake holders.

 •Each Round, there are 37 Validators who will be chosen from top 37 Delegates with   

 the highest Vote points.

 •The orders of 37 Validators will be random from 1st to 37th.

 •The 1st block of the Round (total 37 blocks) will be processed by the Validator in   

 order 1st. The last block (37th block) will be processed by the Validator in order 37th.

 •Next round, 37 new Validators will be defined with a new random order and the   

 process repeats.

Each turn in the total 37 turns will follow a process of Validator Committee Communication to 

reach a consensus between the Committee. After the Validator Committee reaches the 

consensus on the new blocks, they will be finalized on chain to prevent forks in Knowchain. 

The process is similar will Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithms introduced by Miguel Castro 

and Barbara Liskov in 1999.

Given that the order of 37 Validators are settled and there will be 37 turns to process 37 new 

blocks of the network. In every turn, the Validator in turn will play a role as the Commander, 

the other Validators will play the roles as Counselors. When the Commander proposes a new 

block of his turn, the Counselors (37 other Validators) will receive the message of the new 

block and return their responses to all Validators including the Commander. After 2 rounds of 

Validator Committee Communication, the Committee reaches the consensus of accepting or 

rejecting the new block proposed by the Commander, and the turn will be closed.
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In Ano Layer, Knowchain has a different approach to make the network faster and securer. An 

anticipation can be made about Ano Layer: It will store a huge amount of information of 

Knowchain users. The goal of designing Ano Layer is to minimize the confirmation time while 

maintaining the decentralization and integrity of the network. Ano Layer in Knowchain is 

managed by Ultranodes to put Ano blocks in chain and maintain the records of information 

along with transactions on Know Layer. Every transaction involves the Ano Layer must go 

through the Know Layer first (see more in Transaction part above). It means they have a 

certain level of decentralization and trust shared from Know Layer. Another point that can be 

predicted about Ano Layer is that Ultranodes require the CPU power and large storage 

capacity. It means that Ultranodes are normally organizations which have enough resources to 

perform the tasks.

Ultranodes work together following the Proof of Stake plus Proof of Authority consensus 

mechanism. The Proof of Stake in Ano Layer requires more Know in stake holder balance. The 

Know in Ultranodes will be locked to make sure Ultranodes will perform their works honestly.

“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it. If you think about that, you’ll 

do things differently.” — Warren Buffett.

Knowchain requires Service Ultranodes to stake their identities as proof for the honesty. 

Instead of staking a large amount of Know, organizations can register to become Service 

Ultranodes by proving their identities and reputation to the network. Through this Proof of 

Authority consensus, the right to become a Validator can be earned, monetized but reluctant 

to lose. It might take 10 years or 20 years for an organization to build its brand and reputation, 

so that the organization can stake that reputation to register as a Service Ultranode in Ano 

Layer. That organization will be very reluctant to lose the reputation, that is the reason behind 

PoA concept: the organization will be honest because cheating in Knowchain can lead to the 

harm for its reputation, that in turn will cause bigger loss for its real-world businesses.

The combination of Proof of Stake (with lock) consensus and Proof of Authority consensus in 

Ano Layer accelerates the process of making Ano blocks. This design allows Ano Layer to be 

faster and attractive to organizations to participate in Knowchain.

Ano Layer – Proof of Stake plus Proof of Authority
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3 Ano Layer – Proof of Stake plus Proof of Authority

In Knowchain, there are incentives to encourage users running Full Nodes, Ultranodes and 

Service Ultranodes. Validators are paid a certain amount of Know for each block they create. 

The block rewards will be created to maintain the inflation of the Knowchain network at 

maximum 2% annually. Different with Bitcoin and other blockchains, the block rewards in 

Knowchain do not decrease by time. In fact, it increases with the same growth as the inflation. 

Validators will get more rewards every year with the maximum increasing at 2% unless the 

number of Validators increase by an agreement of the total Knowchain network.

Validators also get rewards as transaction fees for the blocks they create. The transaction fees 

will be rounded, aggregated and subsequently distributed to all active participants in the 

round of forging blocks. Full Nodes can also get rewards by holding Know in their wallet. Full 

Nodes with available Know will automatically join in Delegation process and get rewards 

whenever the Delegates they vote become Validators. The number of Know they receive 

bases on how many Know they used to vote for the successful Validators.

Ultranodes and Service Ultranodes get rewards for their work in Ano Layer. The process of 

forging Ano blocks also give Ultranodes and Service Ultranodes block rewards. The transac-

tion fees in Ano Layer will be the main rewards for Ultranodes and Services Ultranodes 

because the fees will correlate with the size of information that users interact with Ano Layer. 

The same concept of round fees will be applied also to Ano Layer to Ultranodes and Service 

Ultranodes.
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3 Ano units – Knowchain unique design

4 Smart Contract and Virtual Machine

Knowchain introduces a brand-new concept of how blockchains can empower industries more 

than just finance. Ano units are the core element of Ano Layer that can be attached to transac-

tions in Know Layer. An Ano unit can be a Smart Contract, an attachment, a verification, a 

degree, a data record, etc. Ano units are combined in Ano blocks by Ultranodes and the whole 

Ultranodes system manages the Ano Layer. Users can attach as many Ano unit as they want to 

Knowchain, as well as link one Ano unit to others Ano units or link a transaction in Know Layer 

to one or multiple Ano units in Ano Layer. Through this design, Ano units’ combination can 

perform most of the complicated transaction in real world, including attaching term and 

conditions, appendix, required documents, etc.

Ano units as Smart Contracts are the most important case in Ano Layer. Knowchain moves 

Smart Contracts to Ano Layer to maintain high TPS for the Know Layer while keeping the 

contracts on-chain (different with the approaches of blockchains with off-chain smart con-

tracts). Smart Contracts can use as many Ano units as required so that users can design their 

own Smart Contracts of any level of complexity.

Smart Contracts will run on Virtual Machine. Virtual Machine will be run by Ultranodes system. 

With Smart Contracts and Ano units, Knowchain allows developers to build their own decen-

tralized Application on top of its double-layer architect. Default dApps on Knowchain are Ano 

units Management Platforms, Ano units Verification Platforms and Wallets.
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VII  – Securi ty

Cryptography – Private key and Public key

Knowchain is using cryptography based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography. The choice of the 

underlying curve is important to guarantee the security and speed. Knowchain has chosen to 

use Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA). It was developed by Daniel J. Bern-

stein, Niels Duif, Tanja Lange, Peter Schwabe, and Bo-Yin Yang and is one of the safest and 

fastest digital signature algorithms. 

We use the EdDSA signature scheme using SHA-512/256 and Curve25519 called Ed25519 

where the twisted Edwards curve is -x^2+y^2=1-121665/121666 x^2 y^2 and the finite field 

defined by the prime number q=2^255-19, SHA-512 with b = 256

Private key is a 256-bit string k which should be chosen uniformly at random. The public key is 

derived from Private key following the steps:

H(k) = (h0,h1,. . . ,h511)

a=2^254+ ∑3≤i≤253

A=aB 

2i
ih

3)

)

)
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Knowchain adds an additional layer of security by allowing users to create a second pass 

phrase that is associated with the private key. This feature requires that all transactions that 

come from those users need to be signed using the second pass phrase in order to be valid. 

The process of generating the second pass phrase is the same as the process for the main key 

pair (private key and public key).

Knowchain supports multi-signature accounts. A multi-signature account is an account that 

requires multiple signatures to sign for transactions. Users can enable multi-signature on their 

account by specifying a group of signers. After that any transactions which are created from 

this account must be signed by all associated accounts before being processed.

3 Multi-signature
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Traditional supermarkets track goods and operations using a complicated system of software. 

The system is managed by Accounting Department and usually can be edited. For large super-

markets like Walmart, the infrastructure needs to be maintain by a large team and faces many 

problems related to security. The data can be edited or hacked, causing harm to the integrity 

of data and the continuous operation of the supermarkets.

VII I  – Use cases of Knowchain

Supermarket integration
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Blockchain technology can solve the problem of Storing transaction data in a Distributed 

Ledger. However, blockchains like Bitcoin cannot help the supermarkets deeply into their 

operations. The managers can only see the transaction of the dates like this using Bitcoin as 

payment infrastructure:

1MPZsccLaYBh6Vd7LxjbSzbemy
E683ueZh (Ms. Alice) ($ 
460,637.16 - Output) 

 

1Ejp3vdZXfViWUu2s9Kx86rwViv3SCpm
ei (Supermarket A - Beef) - (Spent) $ 
336,658.26 
13XUgRaJtFGJtVM1HefHkCQQJgumnZn
1fU (Supermarket A ‒ Beer)- (Spent) $ 
123,974.93 

 

1ASWAvmu65EaH9LFznd6qHPJy6sk
G34w3z (Mr. Bob) ($ 
47,652.12 - Output) 
1GmHiVKisvZpR2oXB1Quo729Zkjw2
qaPG3 (Mr. Kevin) ($ 
34,913.12 - Output) 

 

15NLjGFxq6aHXXQXYuBvdg2QcHE
GERxdWo ‒ (Supermarket B ‒ Wine) 
(Spent) $ 1,556.64 
1HvtfGAuAMjMXHzmwhWhKRamrm
bmJBVTJe ‒ (Supermarket B ‒ 
Chocolate) (Spent) $ 81,008.60 
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The ability to attach information onto Ano Layer allows Knowchain to be used in Supply chain 

management. Take the example of the above use case in supermarkets:

By tracking Knowchain explorer the manager knows that Mr. Bob bough Wine from Supermar-

ket A. What are the benefits for customers and Supply chain management in this case? Mr. 

Bob wants to track the origin of the Wine he bought from Supermarket B, he uses the address 

of Supermarket B to find in the Explorer:

Supply chain management

1ASWAvmu65EaH9LFznd6qHPJy6sk
G34w3z (Mr. Bob) ($ 
47,652.12 - Output) 
1GmHiVKisvZpR2oXB1Quo729Zkjw2
qaPG3 (Mr. Kevin) ($ 
34,913.12 - Output) 

 

15NLjGFxq6aHXXQXYuBvdg2QcHE
GERxdWo ‒ (Supermarket B ‒ Wine) 
(Spent) $ 1,556.64 
1HvtfGAuAMjMXHzmwhWhKRamrm
bmJBVTJe ‒ (Supermarket B ‒ 
Chocolate) (Spent) $ 81,008.60 

 

The information related with transactions will be stored in Ano units on Ano Layer of 

Knowchain. Every transaction using Knowchain can be enriched like that to give extra points 

of view for the manager in tracking goods and operations of their supermarkets.

Decentralized Applications can be built to analyze and compile the data from daily 

transactions and operations to give managers the details. The advantages of Knowchain in this 

use case are the integrity of data, the trustless system which is independent with people and 

the additional abilities for data analyzing applications. In future, supermarkets can integrate 

Knowchain to their operations to reduce the risks and cut the workforce of Finance & 

Accounting department.
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Knowchain – 
Supply chain management integration.

The result is shown with the older transaction from Grape Farm to the Supermarket B, it 

means that in the past the wine Mr. Bob bought was produced from the Grape Farm X. Mr. 

Bob can assure the quality of the wine he bought by tracking the origin from Knowchain 

Explorer. Supply chain management will be supported by Knowchain because every stage of 

the products can be stored and tracked on chain with information of producer, origin, values 

and features.

1GmHiGAuAMjMXHzmwhWhKRamrmb
mJBVTJe (Grape Farm X) ($ 
1,152.12 - Output) 
 

 

15NLjGFxq6aHXXQXYuBvdg2Qc
HEGERxdWo ‒ (Supermarket B ‒ 
Raw Wine) (Spent) $ 1,556.64 
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TThe Knowchain network is an upgraded blockchain with inspiration from Bitcoin, Ethereum 

with vision to bring blockchain technology closer to the real world. By creating a new layer 

called Ano and a unique double-consensus mechanism, Knowchain bring more power to Smart 

Contracts and dApps, increase TPS of the system and involve organizations actively into the 

network. Knowchain aims to remove barriers between the crypto world and the real world, 

bring the benefits of blockchain technology to every industry from Finance & Business to 

Manufacturing, Retailing, Business, Education and Healthcare.

 

IX – Conclusion
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